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Business model 

The Sage Group plc was founded in 1981. Currently contains 51 members which 

operations range from software, Healthcare, HR, Construction, Real-estate, Distribution, 

Payroll, accountancy, manufacturing and retail.  

Net Income for the year 2018 equalled to two hundred and nighty-five million pounds 

sterling. With total market cap of the group equalling six hundred and eighty billion. 

The parent company’s key performance indicators are as follows, 

Firstly, renewal rate for their products has consistently sat around 85% for the previous 

three years. The movement to a subscription-based business model has led to growth of 

ASB, ‘annualised software subscription base’ by 31% bringing total value of ASB to £705m 

from £535m  

Secondly, strong revenue growth caused by the 10% increase in adoption of Sage X3 has 

boosted revenue growth by 21%. 

Investment rationale  

Our ‘to watch’ recommendation is derived from a valuation analysis which employs the 

following methods, 

fundamental Analysis, Sage Group Plc has a cheaper buy in than its competitors as 

illustrated by its Price to earnings, price to sales, book and cashflow all being below the 

industry averages. Furthermore, also provides nearly double the average 5-year dividends 

yield for the sector. 

Statistical analysis however provides a different perspective, using data from the last three 

years, Sage group plc on average provides 0.006% return per day, therefore on average we 

can expect a 2.19% return for a holding period of one year, if volatility provides no 

negative or positive effect. Daily variance from the mean averaged at 0.02066 or 2.06%. 

Therefore, each day on average we can expect movements between -2.06% to 2.07% 

Our valuation range is 465 – 800 and so we believe it would be good to watch shares of 

this company. As fundamentally the company is performing well within the market. 

However, with given levels of market volatility Sage group plc may not provide the returns 

required in order to clear the transaction fees in a timely manner 

Investment risks 

The main risk with Sage group plc is its risk to return relationship. Due to volatile 

markets and the upcoming increased volatility from Brexit and Chinese US trade 

discussion this may cause unexpected downturns in the market. Especially when 

considering that the group operates globally. Furthermore, with the current share 

price level being towards the upper quartile of the valuation range. Buying in at this 

level may not provide the returns expected and furthermore increases the potential 

for market volatility to destroy wealth through share price decreases. 

 

 

 

The Sage Group plc is a United 

Kingdom-based company, which 

provides integrated accounting, 

payroll and payments solutions. 

MARKET DATA 

Revenue in GBP (TTM) 1.955bn 

Net income in GBP 300m 

Incorporated in 1988 

Employees 13.292k 

52-week range 491.30 – 
715.46 

Average volume 2.55m 

Shares outstanding 1.09bn 

Free float 1.08bn 

P/E (TTM) 23.67 

Market cap 6.89bn  
GBP 

EPS (TTM) 0.268 
GBP 

Cash flow per share 5.03 

Price/Cash flow per 
share 

19.14 

Book value per share 5.19 

Tangible book value 
per share 

--- 

Net profit margin 15.82 

Operating margin 23.13 

Annual div (ADY) 18.70 
GBX 

Annual div yield (ADY) 2.47% 

Return on assets 8.96 

Return on equity 23.41 

Return on investment 13.03 

 

 

Current Price 

642.80 
Our Valuation Range 

465 - 800 

WATCH 

RECOMMENDATION 
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LINCOLN STUDEMENT MANAGED INVESTMENT FUND (LSMIF) 

 

Founded in 2018, the Lincoln Student Managed Investment Fund (LSMIF) is exactly what it says on the 
tin, a fund which will analyse, determine upon, and purchase shares to create a portfolio. The only 
difference is we are students. No simulations, just our knowledge and ability vs the real market. The best 
test of our teachings and learnings. 

The fund is set up with a structure similar to any other professionally run fund management company 
with students running every aspect of the fund, from CEO to analyst. It is designed to give any student 
involved the best experience of the financial world possible before getting a job. 

The fund will be handed down to new students each year as those partake in this fund finish their 
studying. The fund aims to grow in the future, with more positions available to give the most number of 
students the chance to partake. 

The ultimate goal of the fund is to raise the profile of each student involved to allow for them to get the 
best experience possible. We, however, set the following objectives to make the fund grow on sustainable 
basis: 

 To generate long-term returns from investments using our stylized investment strategies. 
 To raise funds though crowdfunding and donors to help increase the capital base. 
 To increase the number of students involved in the fund with expanded capital base. 
 To link the fund’s activities with the related programmes and modules’ assessments 
 To get more outside sponsors who want to work directly with the fund as well, to further 

simulate the professional environment. 

Contact details 

Chief Executive Officer: Mr. James Stenson, BSc Banking and Finance, University of Lincoln. Email: 

18688103@students.lincoln.ac.uk. 

Academic Advisor: Dr. Hao Quach. Principal Lecturer/Programme Leader for Banking and Finance 

programmes. Email: hquach@lincoln.ac.uk. Tel: +441522835546 

General Enquiries: Email: LSMIF@lincoln.ac.uk  

DISCLAIMER 

This report is for educational purpose only. The views expressed in this report are those of the authors 

and not necessarily related, by any sense, to those of the University of Lincoln or the Lincoln International 

Business School. The expressions of opinions in this report are subject to changes without notice. Authors 

have based this document on information from sources they believe to be reliable but which they have 

not independently verified. Any recommendations contained in this report are for educational purposes 

and intended for general/public readers to whom it is distributed. This report is not and should not be 

construed as an offer or the solicitation of an offer to purchase or subscribe for any investment. This 

report may not be further distributed in whole or in part for any purpose. No consideration has been 

given to the particular investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any recipient or 

reader.  

Copyright. Lincoln Student Managed Investment Fund (LSMIF) 2019, ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. No part of 

this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, on any form or by any 

means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying recording, or otherwise, without the prior written 

permission of the Lincoln Student Managed Investment Fund (LSMIF). 


